
ENGLISH IRREGULAR VERBS WITH PHONETIC TRANSCRIPTION

beat /bi:t/, beat /bi:t/, beaten /'bi:tn/. become /bÉª 'kÊŒm/, became /bÉª 'keÉªm/, become /bÉª 'kÊŒm/. begin /bÉª
'gÉªn/, began /bÉª 'gÃ¦n/, begun /bÉª 'gÊŒn/. bend / bend.

A few weak verbs have undergone additional contractions or vowel shortenings in their past or present tense
forms. A few verbs are regular in their spoken forms, but have irregular spelling. Verbs with vowel shortening
and devoicing of the ending: deal, dream, feel, kneel, lean, leave, lose originally strong and mean. These
include dig, dive when dove is used as the past tense , hide, mow, prove when proven is used as the past
participle , saw past participle sawn , sew past participle sewn , show past participle shown , spit, stick, strew,
string, and wear analogy with bear. It omits many rare, dialectal, and archaic forms, as well as most verbs
formed by adding prefixes to basic verbs unbend, understand, mistake, etc. As a general rule, prefixed verbs
are conjugated identically to the corresponding basic verbs; for example, we have
understandâ€”understoodâ€”understood and becomeâ€”becameâ€”become, following the patterns of
standâ€”stoodâ€”stood and comeâ€”cameâ€”come. Because of these problems, in this list, they are indicated
as such. Some of the verbs in this and in the preceding group have alternative regular forms, such as dreamed
and leaped. When one is places between brackets, that form is less common. Some originally weak verbs have
taken on strong-type forms by analogy with strong verbs. Moreover, they do not add -s in the third person
singular â€” this is because they derive either from preterites, or from Germanic preterite-present verbs, which
were conjugated using the strong -type preterite form with present tense meaning. Another example is lay,
which may be the past tense of lie, but is also an independent verb regular in pronunciation, but with irregular
spelling: layâ€”laidâ€”laid. This verb group was inherited from the parent Proto-Germanic language , and
before that from the Proto-Indo-European language. More information on the development of some of the
listed verbs can be found at List of irregular verbs. Coincident forms[ edit ] In regular English verbs, the past
tense and past participle have the same form. Some of these verbs have alternative regular forms, such as
wedded and wetted. Further information, including pronunciation, can be found in Wiktionary. It also has two
past tense forms: was for the first and third persons singular, and were for the plural and second person
singular although there are certain subjunctive uses in which were can substitute for was. The irregular weak
verbs being in normal use can consequently be grouped as follows: Verbs with vowel shortening: creep, flee,
hear, keep, leap, shoe when shod is used , sleep, sweep and weep. She needn't worry" dare derives from a
preterite-present verb, but need is from an Old English regular verb. The chief verbs of this class are
canâ€”could, mayâ€”might, shallâ€”should, willâ€”would, and must and ought These last two have no
preterites. If the phonetic characters don't show correctly in your browser, the pdf version of this document
should show them. First published:. Only a few irregular verbs of more than one syllable cannot be analyzed
as prefixed compounds of monosyllables. For more details see Indo-European copula. The verb crow is now
regular in the past participle, but the strong past tense crew is sometimes used. However many additional
irregular verbs are formed by adding prefixes to the basic ones: understand from stand, become from come,
mistake from take, and so on. Anomalous cases[ edit ] The following verbs do not fit exactly into any of the
above categories: The modal verbs , which are defective verbs â€” they have only a present indicative form
and in some cases a preterite, lacking nonfinite forms infinitives, participles, gerunds , imperatives , and
subjunctives although some uses of the preterites are sometimes identified as subjunctives. In the present
indicative it has am in the first person singular, is in the third person singular, and are in the plural and second
person singular. Derived from be is the defective verb beware, which does not inflect in normal use and which
appears only in those forms in which the plain form of be would be used, namely the infinitive, the imperative,
and the subjunctive. The verb do has a similar vowel shortening in does and done; see below. The borrowed
verb catch caught has also fallen into this pattern as a result of analogy. Some verbs have two forms for past
and past participle. The spelling -t following a voiceless consonant is retained for verbs that display an
irregularity, as in kept and cost. Verbs irregular only in spelling: layâ€”laid, payâ€”paid although in the
meaning "let out", of a rope etc. Details of the history of these verbs can be found under Germanic weak verb ;
those with -gh- in the spelling were also affected by the Germanic spirant law. However, even some strong
verbs have identical past tense and participle, as in clingâ€”clungâ€”clung. When some grammatical rule
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became changed or disused, some verbs kept to the old pattern. Their irregular inflected forms are normally
single-syllable also, except for the past participles in -en like chosen and risen. Remember though that
preferences and rules like this, change over time and from region to region. Prefixed verbs[ edit ] Nearly all of
the basic irregular verbs are single- syllable words. Strong verbs[ edit ] A large number of the irregular verbs
derive from Germanic strong verbs , which display the vowel shift called ablaut , and do not add an ending
such as -ed or -t for the past forms. The verb be has multiple irregular forms. For weak verbs that have adopted
strong-type past tense or past participle forms, see the section above on strong verbs.


